ABSTRACT. Here we prove (over C) that a general (e + 2)-gonal algebraic curve of genus p has no grd with d < p -1, r > 2 and d -2r < e.
condition "ft^X.L) > 2".
Fix an algebraically closed field k with ch(k) = 0. Here we prove the following result:
THEOREM. A general (e+2)-gonal curve X of genus p > 2e+2 has Cliff(X) = e.
Furthermore X has no gl+2r with r > 2 and e + 2r < p -1.
PROOF. We use induction on the genus. By Brill and Noether's theory [3] the induction starts for example at the genus 2e + 2, when a curve with general moduli has a gl+2-Assume the result for a general (e + 2)-gonal curve of genus p-1. Fix integers r, d with r > 2, d < p-1 and d -2r < e. Let P be a point of A at which a gl+2 on A ramifies. Let E be an elliptic curve and 0 G E. Let Y be the union of A and E with the points P and 0 identified. By the theory of admissible covers by J. We obtain p-1 -4 < e and by the choice of p > 2e + 2 we find e < 2. The only cases to check are the cases with e = 0 or c = 1, g = 6 or e = 2, and g -7, which are well known. If e = 0, A is hyperelliptic. If g = 6, a general 3-gonal curve has no g2 (necessarily not composed with a pencil) by a dimensional count. If g -7, a general 4-gonal curve A cannot have a g\ which maps A birationally onto C C P2, degC = 6, because G can have only double points (A has no g%), hence it has at least 3 g\, contradicting a theorem of E. Arbarello and M. Cornalba [1, Theorem 2.6]. If A has a g\ which maps A nonbirationally onto C C P2, G must be elliptic and A elliptic-hyperelliptic; again A cannot have infinite g\. D
